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Effective Ionic Conductivity of a Novel
Intermediate-Temperature Mixed Oxide-Ion
and Carbonate-Ion Conductor
Xue Li, Guoliang Xiao, and Kevin Huang*,z
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina 29208,
USA
A systematic investigation on the effective ionic conductivity 共m兲 of a novel intermediate-temperature mixed oxide-ion and
carbonate-ion conductor 共MOCC兲 consisting of a ceria phase and a carbonate phase is reported. The study explicitly shows that the
observed remarkable temperature-dependent m is primarily the result of softening/melting of the carbonate phase as the physical
state of the carbonate phase transforms from solid, softened to molten. Differential scanning calorimetry analysis complements the
understanding of the observed electrical behavior by revealing temperatures of melting and solidification in agreement with the
onset temperatures of m. In addition, the measured m agrees reasonably well with that simulated by the effective medium
percolation theory. Furthermore, m of the MOCC is independent of atmosphere at t ⬍ 600°C, exhibiting the characteristics of a
good electrolyte. The MOCC–LiNiOx and MOCC–Ni composites are better cathode and anode materials than noble metals for
MOCC-based fuel cells, respectively. Finally, no sign of m degradation measured at 600°C in air is found over a 3-day period.
© 2010 The Electrochemical Society. 关DOI: 10.1149/1.3524477兴 All rights reserved.
Manuscript submitted October 22, 2010; revised manuscript received November 11, 2010. Published December 17, 2010. This
was Paper 1156 presented at the Las Vegas, Nevada, Meeting of the Society, October 10–15, 2010.

The discovery of new fast ionic conductors has been long pursued by solid state chemists due to the important roles they play in
modern solid state ionic devices. The Sr- and Mg-doped LaGaO3
共LSGM兲 perovskite oxide-ion conductor discovered in the mid1990s is a good example illustrating the fruition of years’ of continual efforts in this area. The oxide-ion conductivity of LSGM at
800°C is as high as that of Y2O3-doped ZrO2 at 1000°C and is
stable over a broad range of partial pressures of oxygen. As an
electrolyte of the solid oxide fuel cell 共SOFC兲, these attributes connote higher chemical-to-electrical conversion efficiency 共or less performance loss兲 at a given temperature and/or reduced operating temperature for a given performance. The latter is of practical
importance because lowering the operating temperature of an SOFC
could drastically improve the performance stability and reduce the
system cost, the two foremost obstacles presently impeding the commercialization of the SOFC technology.
The common features of existing good oxide-ion conductors
such as ZrO2-, CeO2-, and LaGaO3-based oxides can be characterized by oxygen vacancies available in the lattice and cubic structure
of high symmetry.1-3 These two characteristics are known to facilitate fast oxide-ion conduction by creating an isotropic stress field
within the lattice with a lowered motional enthalpy for oxygen vacancies. While fast oxide-ion conduction has also been observed in
noncubic and anisotropic oxides such as La2NiO4+␦,4-8
GdBaCo2O5+␦,9-12 and CeNbO4+␦,13 the involvement of mixedvalence transition metals prohibits these fast oxide-ion conductors
from being good candidates for electrolytes due to a possible electronic conduction induced by the valence change in transition metals
with surrounding atmospheres. The simultaneous requirements for
mobile oxygen vacancies, high symmetry crystal structure, and
fixed-valence cations 共e.g., main-group elements兲 have severely limited finding new fast oxide-ion conductors among the available oxide systems.
An alternative class of materials that may have the potential to
become good ionic conductors could be found in heterogeneous systems. The rationale behind this assertion is supported by the pioneering work of Liang,14 in which he demonstrated that the ionic conductivity of Li+ can be markedly enhanced by well-dispersed, finegrained Al2O3 particles. Since then, a large number of multiphase
systems have been investigated,15-30 particularly in the salt–oxide
oxyacid
dual-phase
systems
including
halide–oxide,15,16
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salt–oxide,17 and carbonate–oxide.18 Among these systems, the
carbonate–oxide system has drawn particular attention in recent
years due to its potential as an ion-transport material for fuel cells
powered by fossil fuels and CO2 separation membranes.
The phenomenon of mixed oxide-ion and carbonate-ion conduction in a heterogeneous system is scientifically intriguing and technologically important. The microscopic features such as spacecharge distribution and point-defect concentration at the interfaces
of the multiple phases have been reported to play significant roles in
creating easy ionic pathways with exceptionally low motional
enthalpy.19,20 A deeper insight into the coanion conduction mechanism in such a system will help identify other new heterogeneous
fast ionic and/or electronic conductors for novel solid state ionic
devices. From a practical viewpoint, a mixed oxide-ion and
carbonate-ion conductor 共MOCC兲 also finds applications in fuel
cells powered by fossil fuels 共including carbon兲 and the membrane
in CO2 separation reactors. Because the dual-phase MOCC can be
simply viewed as a combined electrolyte of those used in both
SOFCs and molten carbonate fuel cells 共MCFCs兲, a fuel cell based
on the MOCC electrolyte can operate in the same manner as SOFCs
and MCFCs without additional modifications in system designs and
configurations. In addition, the solid oxide phase in an MOCC not
only conducts oxide-ion but also immobilizes the molten carbonate
phase. This feature mitigates the issues such as sealing and corrosions commonly encountered in MCFCs. Therefore, MOCC-based
fuel cells are anticipated to last longer. In addition to using oxygen
gas and CO2 as the oxidant, the advantage of fuel flexibility owned
by conventional high temperature SOFCs and MCFCs can be naturally extended to the MOCC-based fuel cells. Recent studies have
demonstrated an excellent electrical performance with a 250 m
thick molten carbonate–ceria composite electrolyte in an SOFC
configuration.21,22 The observed excellent performance has been
postulated to result from enhanced oxide-ion conductivity as well as
improved electrode kinetics by the presence of the molten carbonate
phase.
Another potential application for the MOCC is as the membrane
material for an electrochemical CO2 separation reactor. One immediate example of the application is the separation of CO2 from a
mixture of CO2 and H2, the intermediate product of the water-gasshift reaction in commercial production of H2 from natural gas. With
MOCC as the membrane, the corresponding electrochemical reactions occurring at the surfaces of membrane can be expressed as
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CO2 + O2− = CO2−
3

A high concentration of CO2 in a mixture with H2 will electrochemi2−
cally react with O2− to form CO2−
3 at the feed side; CO3 is then
transported to the permeate side under the concentration gradient of
CO2, releasing CO2 for capture and O2− for charge balance. Recent
modeling and experimental studies have shown that a sufficiently
high CO2 flux density can be achieved through such an MOCC
membrane.23-25
Despite the scientific and technological interests and increased
research activities in recent years,26-30 MOCC as electrolyte and
membrane materials have not yet been systematically studied. A
comprehensive understanding of the electrical properties is still
lacking. The present paper is aimed at addressing these issues by
systematically investigating the electrochemical properties of a
carbonate–ceria dual-phase composite as an ion-transport material.
The study is particularly focused on characterizing the effect of
softening/melting the carbonate phase on grain and grain-boundary
conductions, the effect of atmospheres on the effective ionic conductivity, the effect on resistance of electrode materials, and the
long-term stability of conductivity. The measured effective ionic
conductivity is also modeled with the effective medium percolation
theory 共EMPT兲.
Experimental
Preparation of MOCC.— The solid oxide phase in this study
was a gadolinium-doped CeO2, Ce0.9Gd0.1O2−␦ 共denoted as GDC兲,
and the molten carbonate phase was a binary eutectic mixture of
Li2CO3 and K2CO3 in a molar ratio of 62:38 共denoted as MC兲. The
GDC power was prepared using the glycine nitrate combustion
method,31 followed by @@calcining at 600°C for 4 h to remove
any trace of remaining organics. The binary eutectic salt MC was
synthesized by solid state reaction between Li2CO3 and K2CO3
powers 共99.9%, Alfa Aesar兲 at 600°C for 2 h. After cooling down to
room temperature, the melt was then broken up and ball-milled with
a high energy milling machine 共McCrone Micronizing Mill, McCrone Microscopes, Westmont, IL兲. The obtained submicrometer
MC powder was then intimately blended with GDC powder in ethanol in a predetermined volumetric ratio of 55:45 共MC/GDC兲, followed by calcining at 650°C for 2 h to ensure homogenization of
MC with GDC particles. Thus, prereacted powder was ball-milled
for the second time and uniaxially pressed at 200 MPa into pellets
共13 mm in diameter and 2–5 mm in thickness兲. The MOCC pellets
were finally sintered at 650°C for 2 h and ready for subsequent
electrochemical characterizations. The diameters of the pellets became 12.69 ⫾ 0.08 mm after sintering. All heat-treatments of the
samples were carried out in open air.
Because the conductivities of solid and softened carbonate are
needed for modeling purpose and are not available from the literature, measuring this conductivity has been planned in the present
study. The sample preparation is described as follows. The Li2CO3
and K2CO3 mixture of eutectic composition was heated in air to
650°C at a ramp rate of 2°C/min. After holding for 2 h, the melt
was then quenched to room temperature. Figures 1a and 1b show the
molten and quenched carbonate. A small disk sample was then cut
from the bulk for conductivity measurement.
Preparation of electrodes.— The electrode materials used in this
study include Ag, Au, MOCC–LiNiOx composite 共intended for cathode兲, and MOCC–Ni composite 共intended for anode兲. The Ag and
Au electrodes were prepared from commercial Ag paste 共Heraeus,
C8829兲 and Au paste 共Heraeus, C5755A兲, whereas homemade
MOCC–LiNiOx 共in volume ratio 1:1兲 and MOCC–NiO 共in volume
ratio 1:1兲 composites were prepared by mixing the individual powders with a commercial binder 共Heraeus, V-006兲 in a weight ratio of
2:3. The LiNiOx powder in the cathode makeup was synthesized in
air by reacting LiOH with NiO at 700°C for 2 h.32 An electrode was
fabricated by painting the prepared paste on the two surfaces of an
MOCC and firing in air at 650°C for 2 h. The active area of the

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. 共Color online兲 Preparation of solid carbonate sample for conductivity measurement: 共a兲 molten carbonate at 650°C; 共b兲 quenched carbonate.

samples was 1.27 ⫾ 0.02 cm2. NiO in the MOCC–NiO electrode is
expected to become Ni during exposure to the H2-containing atmosphere. For carbonate only sample, only Ag is used as the electrode
for measuring conductivity. For all electrodes investigated, Agmeshes along with Ag-leads served the current collectors.
Electrochemical characterizations.— All electrochemical measurements were performed with a symmetrical cell configuration
using a Zahner IM6 Electrochemical Workstation 共ZAHNERElectrik GmbH & Co., Kronach, Germany兲. The symmetrical cell
consisted of an MOCC or a carbonate and two identical electrode
films. The temperature of interest varied from 400 to 650°C 共to
489°C for carbonate only sample兲 in an interval of 5–25°C for both
heating and cooling cycles. At each temperature, the cell was held
for at least 30 min to ensure thermal and phase equilibria within the
sample. The latter is particularly important for the measurements
during the softening period of the carbonate phase. The atmospheres
included air, CO2 /O2 共1:1兲, and 3% H2O–H2. The selection of atmospheres also depends on the type of electrodes studied. ac impedance spectroscopy was the primary experimental technique employed to characterize the electrical properties of the MOCC and
carbonate. For each impedance measurement, the frequency was
swept from 10 Hz 共for bulk property study兲 or 10 mHz 共for electrode process study兲 to 8 MHz 共maximum兲 with an ac amplitude of
10 mV. The effective ionic conductivity of the MOCC was determined from the high frequency intersection of the spectrum with the
Z⬘ axis.
Other characterizations.— The melting behavior of the MOCC
was investigated by differential scanning calorimetry 共DSC兲 with a
NETZSCH STA 409 C/CD thermal analysis system 共Erich
NETZSCH GmbH & Co., Selb, Germany兲. The measurement was
carried out in flowing air for both heating and cooling cycles at a
ramp rate of 2°C/min. The microstructure of the MOCC was characterized with an FEI Quanta and XL 30 scanning electron microscope 共SEM, North America NanoPort, Hillsboro, Oregon兲, while
the local compositions of interest were particularly analyzed with
the equipped energy-dispersive X-ray 共EDX兲 analysis. To examine
the chemical reactivity between GDC and MC, the powder X-ray
diffraction was employed, the patterns of which were recorded on a
MiniFlex™ II benchtop XRD system diffractometer 共Rigaku,
Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan兲 graphite-monochromatized Cu
K␣ radiation,  = 1.5418 Å兲 from 20 to 80° 共2兲 with a scanning
rate of 10°/min and analyzed with JADE 共MDI兲 software to identify
any new phases if present.
Results and Discussion
XRD patterns and microstructure of the MOCC.— The
XRD
patterns of the MOCC after heat-treatment in air at 650°C for 2 h
are shown in Fig. 2. Only the GDC phase is detectable, suggesting
that no chemical reactions occurred between GDC and MC. The MC
phase is not recognizable from the patterns due to its largely amorphous nature. A representative microstructure of the prepared two-
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of an MOCC. The lattice reflection planes are labeled for GDC.

phase MOCC is shown in Fig. 3. No evidence for interconnected
porosity is present. The EDX analysis indicates that the darker areas
belong to the MC phase, whereas the lighter areas are the solid
oxide phase. The two phases are randomly distributed across the
sample. The formulation of the original phase composition also assures the percolation threshold for each phase. These are necessary
conditions for using the EMPT approach to modeling the effective
ionic conduction in a multiphase conductor. In Modeling the effective ionic conductivity with EMPT section, the results of effective
ionic conductivity modeled with the EMPT will be given.
Effects of melting of the carbonate on impedance spectrum.— The
ac impedance spectra measured on a Ag/MOCC/Ag symmetrical
cell in air are shown in Fig. 4. The spectra display pronounced
distinctions in three temperature regions: t ⬍ 460°C, 460°C 艋 t
⬍ 490°C, and t 艌 490°C. At t ⬍ 460°C 共Fig. 4a兲, each spectrum
depicts a defined semicircle at the high frequency and a possible
embedded small semicircle at the intermediate frequency. While it is
difficult to discern the individual contributions from the two phases
involved, it is generally acceptable to ascribe these two semicircles
to grain and grain-boundary contributions of the two phases.33 It is
also known that the ceramic ceria phase is a dielectrically responsive
material.34 In Ionic conductivity of solid and softened carbonate
section, a similarly strong dielectric frequency response from the
solid carbonate phase will also be shown. At 460°C 艋 t ⬍ 490°C

MC

GDC
Figure 4. 共Color online兲 ac impedance spectra of MOCC measured in air
over a temperature range covering the melting point of the MC: 共a兲 t
⬍ 460°C; 共b兲 460°C 艋 t ⬍ 490°C; 共c兲 t 艌 490°C.

Figure 3. SEM image of the microstructure of an MOCC.

共Fig. 4b兲, the spectra enter into a stage where the strong dielectric
frequency response from the grains and grain-boundaries diminishes, accompanied by a rapid increase in the effective ionic conductivity 共m兲 with temperature. Based on the similarity in the melt-
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Figure 5. 共Color online兲 Plot of the effective ionic conductivity of MOCC as
a function of temperature.

Figure 6. 共Color online兲 DSC curves of an MOCC sample measured in
flowing air.

ing behavior between MC and regular glasses, the observed
behavior is most likely attributed to the softening of the MC phase
prior to the ultimate melting. At t 艌 490°C, the grain and grainboundary semicircles completely vanish from the spectra 共see Fig.
4c兲. The spectra are mainly dominated by the high frequency inductance impedance resulting from the measuring leads and the low
frequency impedance of the electrode process. The disappearance of
dielectric frequency response from the grains and grain-boundaries
is clearly the result of an abrupt change in physical properties of the
MOCC at t 艌 490°C. One obvious change is the melting of the
carbonate phase. 共This has been directly confirmed by the DSC
analysis as will be discussed in the following.兲 The carbonate of the
composition prepared for this study is known to melt at ⬃490°C, a
temperature close enough to the observed spectrum or conductivityonset temperature. When the carbonate is in molten state, its conductivity is several orders of magnitude higher than that of solid
carbonate as well as GDC. Under such a circumstance, the carbonate
ions become the major charge carriers, whereas the oxide-ions become the minor ones. The grains and grain-boundaries associated
with solid oxide phase no longer play a significant role in the impedance frequency response. The much lowered resistance and capacitance resulted from an increased conductivity and a lowered
dielectric constant as the carbonate becomes a liquid phase. This
situation will render the majority of the frequency domain to a more
dominating inductance effect at the high frequency and electrode
process at the low frequency, as shown in Fig. 4c.
Effect of melting of MC on the effective ionic conductivity.— The
m of the MOCC obtained from the high frequency intersection of
the spectrum with the Z⬘ axis is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of
temperature for one and half thermal cycles. Similar to Fig. 4, the
m also exhibits three distinct changes with temperature at t
⬍ 460°C, 460°C 艋 t ⬍ 490°C, and t 艌 490°C during heating.
The higher activation energy observed at t ⬍ 460°C is a clear indication of the grain and grain-boundary contributions in solid state
MOCC. When the MC in the MOCC becomes softened in the range
460°C 艋 t ⬍ 490°C, the m experiences the strongest dependence
on temperature. The m is changed by 2 orders of magnitude within
a 30°C temperature window. At t 艌 490°C, the MC completely
melts; the conductivity becomes less dependent on temperature and
follows a trend very similar to that of the pure MC phase, as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 5. The similarity in activation energy
evidently suggests that carbonate-ions are the dominant charge carriers in the MOCC at t 艌 490°C. In the same temperature regime at
t 艌 490°C, the conductivity upon cooling is essentially the same as

Figure 7. 共Color online兲 ac impedance spectra of a solid 共a兲 and softened 共b兲
carbonate measured in air at different temperatures.
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that measured upon heating. However, this trend of higher conductivity and lower activation energy is retained to a temperature lower
than 490°C, e.g., 450°C, after which a rapid decrease in conductivity from 450 to 440°C is observed. At t ⬍ 440°C, the m measured
during cooling is higher than that measured upon heating, but with a
similar temperature dependence. This higher m is further retained
during the second heating at t 艋 475°C, above which it is indistinguishable from that measured during the first heating cycle.
To better understand the conductivity hysteresis phenomenon,
the melting behavior of the MOCC was analyzed by DSC and the
result is shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, a thermal hysteresis is also observed in the melting/solidifying process of the MOCC. A strong
endothermic peak is evident at around 483°C during the heating.
This temperature not only matches well with the eutectic point of
the MC phase 共490 ⫾ 5°C for 62 mol % Li2CO3–K2CO3兲, suggesting its relevance to the melting of the carbonate phase, but also
supports the conductivity dependence on temperature during heating, as shown in Fig. 5. However, the melt did not solidify until
440°C as shown by the exothermic peak measured during cooling.
This delay of solidification to a lower temperature explains why the
conductivity measured during the same cycle remains high to as low
as 440°C. The underlying mechanism of higher conductivity observed after t ⬍ 440°C in the cooling is unclear. A gradual sintering
of solid oxide phase promoted by the presence of molten carbonate
phase could account for the improved m during the second heat
cycle.
Ionic conductivity of solid and softened carbonate.— The
ac
impedance spectra of pure carbonate are shown in Fig. 7 for different temperatures. The evolution with temperature resembles that of
MOCC shown in Fig. 4. At t 艋 470°C, the strong dielectric frequency response from the solid carbonate dominates the spectrum.
At t 艌 480°C, when the carbonate phase becomes softened, the
strong dielectric frequency response from grains vanishes with the
spectra being replaced by the high frequency inductance and low
frequency electrode process. The similarity between Fig. 4 and 7
further supports the assertion that the change in physical state of
carbonate with temperature is the root cause of the observed spectrum evolution.
The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of the carbonate is plotted in Fig. 8 where a drastic increase in conductivity is
observed after t ⬎ 470°C. This non-Arrhenius behavior is again
very similar to what is shown in Fig. 5, further confirming that the
unique conductivity behavior is indeed the result of physical state
change of the carbonate phase.
Modeling the effective ionic conductivity with EMPT.— The
EMPT is one of the most used models to theoretically describe the
effective conductivity of a composite material.35-37 Random distribution of phases in the composite is the prerequisite of the theory.
Each randomly distributed constituent phase is assumed to consist of
small particles, the average size of which is much smaller than the
dimensions of the samples so that the number of particles counted in
any direction in the composite is reasonably large, but is much
greater than the mean free path of charge carriers so that the nature
of conduction in each particles and in each phase is similar to that in
the corresponding bulk phase with large dimension.
For a multiphase composite system, the m can be expressed as a
function of volumetric fraction Vk and total electrical conductivity
k of phase k37-39
m − k

兺 共Z/2 − 1兲
k

m

+ k

B229

Figure 8. Electrical conductivity of carbonate as a function of temperature
before melting.

Figure 9. 共Color online兲 Plot of effective ionic conductivity at 600°C of
several solid oxide–carbonate systems as a function of volumetric fraction of
the carbonate.

兺V

k

=1

关1兴

k

For a two-phase composite, Eq. 1 can be further simplified into

m
=

3共V11 + V22兲 − 共1 + 2兲 + 冑关3共V11 + V22兲 − 共1 + 2兲兴2 + 812
4
关2兴

Vk = 0
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Table I. Parameters used in simulating effective ionic conductivity with the EMPT model.

Electrolyte

Arrhenius equation

References

Temperature
range 共°C兲

ScSZ
LSGM
GDC
LiK—MC 共molten兲
LiK—MC 共solid
and softened兲

ln共tT兲 = −8482/T + 12.690
ln共tT兲 = −12370/T + 16.730
ln共tT兲 = −12349/T + 15.434
Ln共t兲 = −3716.7/T + 4.429
Measured data points

38
3
34
39
This study

400–650
400–650
400–650
490–650
400–489

where V1 and V2 are the volumetric fractions of the solid oxide
phase and carbonate phase, respectively; 1 and 2 are the total
conductivities of the solid oxide phase and carbonate phase, respectively.
The calculated m of MOCCs consisting of MC 共LiK兲 and various solid oxides—ScSZ 共10 mol % Sc2O3–1 mol % CeO2–ZrO2兲,
LSGM 共La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.83Mg0.17O3−␦兲, and GDC—is shown in Fig. 9
as a function of volumetric fraction of carbonate. The conductivity
data used in simulation are listed in Table I. It is important to point
out that the conductivities of different solid oxides listed in Table I
represent the total t 共including grain and grain-boundary兲 but the
grain g. It is necessary to use t because the measured m is the
result of t, and not g, of the contributing phases. As expected, m
becomes completely dominated by the MC phase at VMC ⬎
⬃ 67%. No effect of solid oxide phase is visible. At lower VMC, e.g.,
VMC ⬍ ⬃ 33%, m is more dictated by the solid oxide phase as
evidenced by the curve separations among different solid oxides.
The conductivity transition at the percolation threshold, e.g., 33%, is
not as pronounced as those observed in oxide–metal systems,37 primarily due to a lower MC /oxide than metal /oxide. The measured
total conductivity of the Li–K carbonate from this study is directly
incorporated into the simulation 共not in an analytical form due to a
non-Arrhenius behavior during the MC softening period兲 to account
for its share in conduction. Figure 10 shows the results comparing
the simulated m 共GDC/MC = 50:50兲 with two measured ones
共GDC/MC = 45:55兲 as a function of temperature. The simulated
values are evidently in excellent agreement with those measured at
t ⬎ 475°C, where the carbonate is either in softened or in molten
state. The fact that the measured m of GDC/MC = 45:55 matches
well with the simulated one of GDC/MC = 50:50 implies that an
⬃6 wt % loss of MC occurred during fabrication process. At t
艋 450°C, a general concurrence can also be reached between the

two except that the former has a lower activation energy than the
latter. Recall that the GDC sample from which the total conductivity
was measured and listed in Table I was sintered at 1585°C,34
whereas the GDC in the studied MOCC only sintered at 650°C.
More grain-boundary contributions are, therefore, expected from a
low temperature sintered GDC sample, which may result in a higher
activation energy and a lower overall conductivity. The apparent
deviation between the simulated and measured values shown in Fig.
10 is in the temperature range of 450°C ⬍ t 艋 475°C, where a
drastic change of conductivity occurs. The thermal equilibrium during each measurement could play a role in the observed difference.
Effect of atmospheres on the effective ionic conductivity.— The
ionic conductivity of a good electrolyte should be independent of
partial pressure of the active species in the surrounding atmospheres.
Therefore, examining this dependence is a necessary step in verifying whether a material is suitable for an electrolyte. In this study,
three atmospheres covering a wide range of PO2 and PCO2 were
selected, namely CO2 /O2 共1:1兲, air 共containing ⬃385 ppm CO2兲,
and 3% H2O–H2 共containing negligible CO2兲. Figure 11 shows representative ac impedance spectra measured at 500, 600, and 650°C
with Ag as the electrode. While the electrode-related arcs show a
variety of shapes in different atmospheres, the m is given by the
spectrum’s high frequency intersection with the Z⬘ axis. At t
艋 600°C, the measured m is essentially independent of atmosphere. 共Spectra showing constant ionic conductivity at lower temperatures are not shown in Fig. 11 due to the page limitation.兲 At
t = 650°C, the measured conductivity noticeably increases with decreasing partial pressure of oxygen, indicating a possible electronic
conduction in the GDC phase. In order to avoid the electronic conduction, the operating temperature of the GDC/MC-based MOCC in
solid state ionic devices should be kept below 600°C.
Effect of electrodes.— It is well known that a given electrolyte
system is preferentially more compatible with one electrode system
than another in solid state ionic devices such as the SOFC. Therefore, investigation of the compatibility of electrode materials for the
MOCC electrolyte in fuel cell applications is equally important. Figure 12 shows 600°C-impedance spectra measured on electrodes of
Ag, Au, LiNiOx–MOCC 共cathode兲, and Ni–MOCC 共anode兲 in atmospheres of air, CO2–O2 共1:1兲 and 3% H2O–H2. In oxidizing atmospheres, air, and CO2–O2, LiNiOx–MOCC yields the lowest electrode resistance whereas in reducing atmosphere, i.e., 3% H2O–H2,
Ni–MOCC gives the lowest electrode resistance. In any case, Au is
the worst electrode for both cathodic and anodic reactions. This
finding indirectly confirms the fact that Au is always used as the
inert counter electrode in electrochemical studies of MCFCs. Ag
behaves mostly as a semiactive electrode in both oxidizing and reducing atmospheres. It is interesting to point out that the electrode
resistances of LiNiOx and Ag are both smaller in CO2–O2 than in
air, implying the important role that carbonate ions play in the electrode kinetics.

Figure 10. 共Color online兲 Comparison of the simulated and measured effective ionic conductivities as a function of temperature.

Stability test of ionic conductivity.— The stability of ionic conductivity is another important characteristic of an electrolyte material used in any solid state ionic devices. Degradation of conductivity can cause deterioration of performance, shortening the lifetime of
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Figure 12. 共Color online兲 ac impedance spectra of MOCC measured at
600°C with different electrodes and various atmospheres: 共a兲 air; 共b兲
CO2 /O2 = 1:1; 共c兲 3% H2O–H2. The difference in ohmic resistance 共high
frequency intersection with Z⬘ axis兲 is caused by different sample thickness.
Figure 11. 共Color online兲 ac impedance spectra of MOCC measured under
different atmospheres and temperatures: 共a兲 550°C; 共b兲 600°C; 共c兲 650°C.

devices. Figure 13 shows the m measured at 600°C in air over a
3-day period. No evidence of m degradation is seen. Instead, m is

improving with time during the measurement. Gradual sintering of
GDC phase in the presence of molten carbonate could be the cause
of the observed improvement.
Conclusions
The ac impedance spectra measured on the GDC/MC dual-phase
MOCC exhibit a distinctive progression over an intermediate-
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Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 158 共2兲 B225-B232 共2011兲
electronic conduction in the MOCC at low PO2. In addition, the
MOCC–LiNiOx and MOCC–Ni composites are, respectively, better
cathode and anode materials than Ag or Au for MOCC-based fuel
cells. The m measured at 600°C in air shows no sign of degradation but instead improves over time.
University of South Carolina assisted in meeting the publication costs of
this article.
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